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er_Title-blog.jpeg)TEDx speakers are increasingly claiming some of the top spots on the list of the most popular TED talks

of all time (https://www.ted.com/playlists/171/the_most_popular_talks_of_all). A couple examples:

How Great Leaders Inspire Action (https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_ac-
tion), a talk delivered by author Simon Sinek (http://www.ethos3.com/2014/07/ethos3-interview-with-simon-
sinek/) at TEDxPugetSound, has more than 23 million views and is the 3rd most popular talk on TED.com.

Best-selling author Brené Brown’s talk, The Power of Vulnerability (http://www.ted.-
com/talks/brene_brown_on_vulnerability?language=en), has more than 21 million views, is a favorite talk of
TED curator (http://www.forbes.com/sites/markfidelman/2012/06/19/heres-why-ted-and-tedx-are-so-incredi-
bly-appealing-infographic/2/) Chris Anderson, and was filmed at TEDxHouston.

Brown and Sinek were both eventually invited to speak at the flagship TED conference, presumably as a result of the suc-

cess of their TEDx talks.

Want to speak at a TEDx event? A TEDx board must invite you to give a talk at their local event. The word local might be a

defining component of all TEDx events; however the impact of TEDx events typically extends far beyond the local organiz-

ing community.  

Regardless of whether you intend to speak on a TEDx stage, the guidelines that shape the tone, style, and overall content

of each TEDx talk can be used for any presentation. Check out a few of them below.
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Cut the junk. 
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All TEDx talks must be 18 minutes or less in length. There are additional TEDx Content Guidelines (http://storage.ted.-

com/tedx/manuals/tedxcontentguidelines.pdf):

Guideline 1: No selling from the stage

Guideline 2: No political agendas

Guideline 3: No religious proselytizing (including new age beliefs)

Guideline 4: Only good science
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In particular, no selling from stage is a good rule of thumb even if your presentation exists for the sole purpose of selling

to consumers. Instead, aim to create an experience that adds value to the world. If you connect to your audience in a

meaningful way, you won’t need to give a strong sales pitch.

To avoid sounding like a snake oil salesman overselling your goods, replace your hard selling approach with a softer mes-

sage. For example, instead of listing the merits of your widget, business, or book, tell a story that illustrates the same prin-

ciples, but in a more relatable way.

For example, the leading positive psychology expert (http://goodthinkinc.com/speaking/shawn-achor/) Shawn Achor

(http://www.ethos3.com/2014/05/interview-with-shawn-achor/) built his wildly popular TEDxBloomington talk, The happy
secret to better work (http://www.ted.com/talks/shawn_achor_the_happy_secret_to_better_work/transcript?lan-

guage=en#t-492), on a strong foundation of multiple personal stories. Instead of opening his talk by rattling off his impres-
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sive credentials or providing information about his recently released bestselling book, he captivates the audience with a

funny story from his childhood. It is a safe bet that Shawn Achor’s talk has increased sales of his books, despite the fact

that his talk is filled with personal anecdotes instead of sales pitches.

To create exceptional presentations, cut the junk and follow the TED philosophy: “It’s about simplified, authentic story-

telling,” writes Mark Fidelman in the Forbes article, Here’s Why TED and TEDx are So Incredibly Appealing (http://www.-

forbes.com/sites/markfidelman/2012/06/19/heres-why-ted-and-tedx-are-so-incredibly-appealing-infographic/).

Have laser focus.
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To fully take advantage of the TEDx guiding principles, you must embrace the TED mission of ideas worth spreading.
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As explained in the TEDx Speaker Guide (http://storage.ted.com/tedx/manuals/tedx_speaker_guide.pdf), TEDx talks are re-

quired to be 18 minutes or less because an audience is good at focusing on one subject at a time in relatively
(http://www.ethos3.com/2015/01/how-to-conquer-short-attention-spans/)short chunks
(http://www.ethos3.com/2015/01/how-to-conquer-short-attention-spans/).

No matter where you intend to deliver your presentation, if you practice the TEDx style and only present one main idea in

your presentation, you will have greater success as a speaker because your audience will be able to focus on your entire

message.

You can support your big idea with a few smaller points, but make sure that all of your points are part of the one, clear

message (http://www.ethos3.com/2014/12/the-shocking-secret-to-awesome-presentations/) of your presentation.

Before you flesh out your presentation content, ask yourself the three questions presented in the TEDx Speaker Guide

(http://storage.ted.com/tedx/manuals/tedx_speaker_guide.pdf) to determine if your idea is truly worth spreading. To get

started, write your idea down in one or two sentences (http://www.ethos3.com/2015/08/the-advice-i-give-to-all-tedx-speak-

ers/). Then, ask yourself these three questions:

-Is my idea new?

-Is it interesting?

-Is it factual and realistic?
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If you review the TED Commandments (http://www.presentationzen.com/presentationzen/2009/05/making-presentations-

in-the-ted-style.html), you will see that at the top of the list is the commandment Thou Shalt Not Simply Trot Out thy Usual
Shtick. The prominent placement of this particular TED commandment clearly points to the significance of building your

talk on a foundation of fresh material.

With the prevalence of social media and video sharing platforms, you will struggle to keep your message a secret. As a re-

sult, even if you are presenting to a new audience, you cannot safely assume that your usual shtick is unknown to the peo-

ple in the crowd.

Not only will your audience bore of your predictable message, but you will also likely grow tired of presenting the same old

ideas as well, and consequently lose your passion for what you are presenting. If you don’t have passion for your message,

the audience will also lack enthusiasm for your talk.

To give a compelling presentation that has the potential to go viral, or at least make an impact on your audience, base your

presentation on a single idea that passes the 3-question test.
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Conclusion

The TEDx guidelines contribute to the development of exceptional TEDx talks, and they can also help you elevate the quali-

ty of your presentations, no matter where you choose to present.

It is important to note however that the guidelines outlined here are just a small fraction of the tools utilized by TEDx

speakers. For example, you can learn more about the TED style in my article, The TED staff answers: What Makes A Great
TED Talk? (http://www.ethos3.com/2015/03/the-ted-staff-answers-what-makes-a-great-ted-talk/).

You can also read my interview with Simon Sinek (http://www.ethos3.com/2014/07/ethos3-interview-with-simon-sinek/),

the second most popular speaker on TED.com, to learn that some of the best speakers follow the guidelines only as much

as is necessary; then they throw out the rule book and carve their own path for success. I suggest you do the same.

—

Leslie Belknap (https://www.linkedin.com/in/lesliebelknap) is the Senior Content Strategist for Ethos3 (http://ethos3.com/),
as well as a board member and speakers’ coach for TEDxNashville (http://www.tedxnashville.com/). Say hi to Leslie on
Twitter (https://twitter.com/lesliebelknap); she manages tweets for Ethos3 (http://twitter.com/ethos3).
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